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Abstract 

Growth and development of computer technologies and artificial intelligence software lead to construct smart devices or smart 
environments. Especially, nowadays smart house technologies growth so quickly. The goal of the project is introduce about smart house 
technologies and their features. Also to show progress in this sphere, considering smart houses of “SmartHouse” company.  A typical smart 
house is highly characterized by heterogeneity elements that need to perform joint execution of tasks in an efficient manner. This thesis 
helps a lot of people who are willing to decorate their house into a smart atmosphere. The main points of consideration are: what is house 
automation, how many necessary components there are, how does this work, where to buy it and how much does it cost. 
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1 Introduction 

The house is an important place for the people. It should be 
safety, comfortable for peoples. Can we suspect that house 
can give this? 

A smart house is generally referred to a fully equipped 
environment with sensors and different technology, which 
has its goal to help the user in as many conceivable situations 
and assisting him. It can control a lot of devices which can 
prevent theft, fires etc., and give safety for owners. In addition, 
you can control your house remotely and it give many 
capabilities of safe time and money and give comfort for you.  

To see how a  smart house environment can give to 
people safety and quality life in their own house, see Figure 
1, where shown daily routine in smart house house [1-3]. 

2 Smart House definition and how it work, features 

Smart House technology intelligently gives you ultimate 
control over your house by automating the lighting system, 
dimming, blinds, electrical appliances, audio and security 
systems. It equipped with special structured wiring to enable 
occupants to remotely control or program an array of 
automated house electronic devices by entering a single 
command (see also Figure 2). 

Smart houses connect all the devices and appliances in 
your house so they can communicate with each other and 
with you. 

 
FIGURE 1 Smart house environment 
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FIGURE 2 Smart house automation 

An example of a house equipped with different sensors is shown on the Figure 3. 

  

FIGURE 3 Smart house equipment. Features of Smart House: Lighting, Security, Temperature, Appliances, Entertainment, System Status 

3 Smart House company 

Smart House was founded in 2005 by group of experts in 
the field of IT technologies, engineering and design. 

Throughout all time, Smart House offers for reasonable 
prices high-quality services of programming and system 
installation of «smart house». 

Smart House offers the wide range of electromaterials and 
all necessary equipment for installation of «smart house». 

The individual approach and exact understanding of 
wishes of the client is the main mission of Smart House. 

What can do smart house of Smart House company? 
1. Security alarm system  

2. Operation of lighting  
3. Effect of presence  
4. Audio and video control of systems  
5. Installation of heat-insulated floor  
6. Centralized control  
7. Climate control  
8. Control system of curtains and jalousie.  
Price Smart House system can vary depending on the 

given conditions (the manufacturer of the equipment, the 
number of functions, and etc.). Preliminary forecast point to 
the order price: 

1500 euro - Smart lighting includes the ability to control 
lighting from anywhere, create light scenes, enable or disable it. 
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2000 euro - Clever lighting and climate control, includes 
a heating control, ventilation and lighting. 

2500 euro - Smart lighting, climate control, centralized 
management, which allows you to manage and control all 
mobile phone systems, tablet, iPad. 

3000 euro - Smart lighting, climate control, centralized 
management, and video surveillance. It includes control 
panel with numerous possibilities [2].  

4 Conclusions 

The work presented in this paper give information about 
smart house technologies and features, detailed information 
about company which engage in this sphere, their 
technologies and prices. Problems of “normal house”, 
advantages of using “smart house” than “normal house”.  
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